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temper relief

This resting home is for yesterday’s sex workers 
where the wild cat strikes and the capital gains 
air. In this region of  challenged sentences there 
is the largest loss of  temper relief. With Virgin 
money can you buy patriotic rhetoric and a 
competition that will mop up the absurdity 
(of  life) in a cultural shift? Change that 
respects women to the highest degree 
involves glamour model celebrations of  old 
sexism. This will assess my breast and generate
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marks out of  ten-type entertainment in their
language of  choice. The military concurs with
 democratic process while participating in
a cultural chasm. How well we can make judgments 
from the fireside coffee table. If  he is a rational 
president delivering the right message, he deserves a 
pat on the back and a huge prize that will distract 
attention from kick-backing influence. This will 
signal the right path and gently wean leaders 
away from corruption that ultimately 
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vomits on the shoes of  aid donators. The key 
word approach in box classification connection 
is a view of  the world which organises knowledge for 
all. Then when and if  the new look cross-border 
attacks, linked to disease and that poison relations, have 
now changed course to a war on obesity. There is some 
active support for unplanned headlong qualifications of  
choice making the prime factor almost always and 
without exception, a divisive memory. If  you have a 
body mass index of  29 you are very nearly obese.



AssoCiAted diseAses 

A peer reviewed thesis has produced a 
healthcare political time bomb. Long 

before the advent of  the straight
forward answer was the yardstick spike. 

Goal posts were moved overnight 
regularly declaring a new reality 

that was conclusive and beyond debate. 
The correlation between evidence and the 

emphasis uptake declares that voters were 
treated as an afterthought on this already 

congested island where phrasemongers 
war with misleading statistics and 

sloganisation. They go into the water with 
their bomb-making training material, and 

people systems crush the rebels with 
research evidence that tows the line.
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deAd dogs

The problem with big space projects is that 
there are fewer national caveats failing 
to meet objectives. Stripped of  
responsibilities, chess board killers offer
dead dogs drinks for want of  temperate 
language. The risk to the public is quite 
small if  one claps at the end of  a video 
conference. 14 poppy free provinces but 
NATO could do better. The soul makes 
guns go off—a tick box for isolating the 
extremist. In the garden after lunch
where the bougainvillea rains, I shall water
the saladini both fresh and weary.
If  you lower your voice you can defeat
her screams as another rebel group 
withdraws. The unhappy Secretary 
General is staying the course ‘no fast exit’ 
shielded again by temperate language.
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9.11.07

The potential vagueness of  language is in 
the mouth of  social space. Big theatre 
discourse on terrorism amounts to living 
with fireworks spent on the beach; thunder 
clap/canon and lethal tank. The longslow 
sweep away of  our moral refuse failed to 
bring about change and China sets its sight 
on the moon. You row your own boat and 
I will swim as language, and move on—
like water. “What a fiasco”—Lowering the 
upper limit of  compensation help to 
rebuild your life and home. With a decade 
long free kick family friendly borrowing 
policy there has been an appalling 
catalogue of  serious error in judgement. 
We might as well have turned to the 
barmaid who can crush beer cans in her 
bare breasts and hang spoons from her 
nipples to bring in the customers.
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Avoid tHe Art mArket

The reclaimed oak hedgehog house 
arrived eventually as the postal workers

returned to work. Our best top tip for 
radicalising and indoctrinating a

welcoming committee of  school children 
is the next step forward on the mission 

in pursuit of  truth and short term tricks. 
They say they don’t target civilians and 

suicide bombers can opt out in the south. 
The sea (her inspiration) had been exciting

that morning. She said “I haven’t been 
out of  my way for these pictures”.
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Coupons

Is he all spin and no substance? 
(Who Cares) Legally binding omission 
limits would be expected in eco towns 
occupied by catslikefelix with rising
aspirations and challenges for the future.
Top down centralising pancakes of  draft 
legislations that will harmonise the 
judiciary and the executive power sharing 
arrangement deal—when waterfalls came 
to her in a dream, like a delayed dusting of  
snow on the hills remembered when 
slamming tennis balls across an open 
space. The mouth space opens and shuts 
for language a landscape.
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dynAsty

It is time for sacrifices; ban bullying at
work now, as the time has come to
measure out the world in wonderful
restaurants. The mass protest march went 
off  like a mammoth conic fountain in a 
counter coup – grandiose and in earnest. 
She is subtle in her criticism while
focusing on how best to mobilise a 
protest on the street during a spell of  house 
arrest. A change of  tone was noted as the 
hair shirts came off  the so utterly 
recognisable silent clowns seen towing the 
party line. Good old dramas where the id 
is let loose in the body. 
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permit

Tensions are
palpable and
the law has
made fools
of  us all
putting public
safety at risk.
What went
wrong? He
texted a friend
and London
on a heightened
state of  alert
let shooting
an innocent
become a
breach of
health and
safety.
Commander
control lost
the strapline
and had no
idea the
radios didn’t
work underground.
Major failings,
serious and
avoidable errors
meant the
implementation of
order to stop
was preceded by
shoot on sight.




